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, I uman beings have become

. " ' funny and seem to be getting

. . f unnier by the daY. With

questions aplenty and answers multifold,

one doesn't know which answer is for

whrch question. We start somewhere and

end up somewhere else. We feel

something but our response could just be

the opposite. We get hurt but we laugh.

We get angry but instead of speaktng it

out, we sulk. We feel love but we show

indifference. We love doing something

that fulfills us, but instead, we follow the

routine that bores us to brts. There are

things laid out for us to experience, but we

run after something that is not within our

reach. We love diversity but we look for

similarrties in people. We know we are

different as men and women, yet we expect

others to behave just the way that suits our

thinking. We want our children to behave

in a way that is appropriate for societal

approval. We expect adults to get more free

and flexible the way children are meant to

be. We have no time for what we wish to

do. And we spend all our time in doing

what we may just not be interested in.
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Paradoxes do not end here. There

seems to be some confusion about
life itself. Uncertainty of life scares

us, so we create imaginative stories

and fears around life and spend

our entire life fighting those fears.

We wish to believe that we are all

one, yet we maintain enough
distance so that others do not
know us. We live in our own silos,

breeding insecurities, nurturing
fears and rearing egoistic walls to
safeguard ourselves from one
another. The heart knows exactly
what we feel but the head gets

caught in the maze of thousands of
thoughts - we know it, yet we
prefer head over heart, and keep

struggling to find peace and
oneness in our life.

Getting to basics - there are only 2 things in the
economy of life - Needs and Wants. Needs are defined

as something that we require. And Wants are
something that we want to acquire. They are defined

as something that we may wish to have but may not be

all that necessary to have. When we list down our
needs, food-clothing-shelter occupies the first place,

without which survival is not possible. The remaining
ingredients of life such as desires, emotional fulfillment
etc are termed as Wants. Going by this definition,
feelings, desires, dreams, aspirations, relationships,
purpose in life are Wants that are important but may
not be necessary for survival.

lf survival is about one's existence then food-shelter-
clothing would suffice. People make sure that their
needs are fulfilled at all times and are constantly
chasing Wants, and in the bargain call for stress,

tension, worries, insecurities, doubts etc. lf we really
look at our reality, people in the world are not dying
only due to poverty or dearth of resources, but are also

dying largely due to factors such as lifestyle choices,

depression, degenerative psychiatric conditions,
suicides, effects of self-sabotaging choices such as

addictions. These factors cause stress and hopelessness

that in turn can take away the very life from our
survival. Thus quality of life is not just measured by
the amount of resources that we have, but is also a

measure of happiness and harmony that are
primarily experiential requisites for a better living.
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All that we want - love, togetherness,

harmony, freedom, safety. peace, security,

nurture, respect, dignity, opportunities,
education, good health, trust etc. are not a

matter of luxury; we need all of these to

survive in lifes true sense. ln fact it will not
be an exaggeration to say - all that we truly
want is actually something that we truly
need. lf we fulfill our needs then there will
not be any want that will be'wanted'.

However. evolution has brought a deep

disconnect in people with their own sense of
Need. What was important some
generations ago is an option today. For

instance, compassion, discipline, integrity,

honesty, responsibility, generosity, empathy,

compassion etc., are part of being human.

However, we have made those values an

option we choose to have or not have. lf our

health is suffering, peace is eluding us and life

feels empty and purposeless, then it is a sure

sign that somewhere we are not taking care

of ourselves; we are not giving ourselves

what we need. What we need is funnily the

very thing that we choose not to want but
unfortunately we put it in low priority and

ta ke ou r time ru n n ing after these.

Do you know that if we attend to all the Needs

we have, we will not have any Wants 'wanting'.

lf there isn't any Want, then there will be no

desperation, and thus no greed. When there is

no greed, there will be no need to fight to have

more because by nature nobody wants more in

reality, We willjust want as much as we need -

as much as is enough for our life. There will be

no desire to own more and no insecurity. One

can only imagine how the world will be without
g reed, desperation a nd insecu rity.

We would all settle down finally to the one true

emotion that is the universal need of every

living being on this planet - LOVE - the feeling

of connect and of one-ness from within and

amongst all of creation. lt is the one answer

that can bring everlasting peace to the spirit

and to this planet. This is how humanity will

evolve in nature's course breaking free from

degeneration and disease.

Perhaps we funny humans just need to be

more accepting of this emotion so that
we experience Love in its purest sense and

fulfill the most basic of human needs first
because Love is where it all beginsl
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